We describe a modified progressive photon mapping (PPM) method applied with sample elimination, referred to as progressive photon elimination, to pursue accurate results and accelerated iterations. Meanwhile, an elimination status tree is proposed for progressive photon elimination, which retains the information used in the elimination and can be updated along with the multi-pass process to solve the challenge of the accuracy of local parameters. By using the status tree, our method can obtain a uniform photon distribution at each iteration by eliminating a certain number of photons. The tree is also improved to adapt to the complicated photon distributions. This strategy also facilitates the parallel elimination with a priori elimination ratio in the status tree, making the algorithm further accelerated. In parallel block processing, the equilibrium and edge problems are resolved. The experimental results show that our method requires about half of the number of iterations to achieve the same visual effect compared with progressive photon mapping.
I. INTRODUCTION
Global illumination is essential for realistic image rendering. Photon mapping(PM) [2] is one of the most widely used algorithms, because it is capable of computing a full global illumination effects such as shadows, caustics, and indirect illumination. PM is a two-pass technique in which the first pass consists of tracing photons through the scene and recording the global illumination information in a photon map. During the second rendering pass, this photon map is used to estimate illumination based on the nearest photons around a shading point. Progressive photon mapping(PPM) [1] obtains increasingly accurate results with progressive visualization, with each photon tracing pass generating a transient photon map for the simulation dedication.
PPM has become an important and respectable method in recent years. There are many successful methods focusing on optimal and adapting bandwidth and kernel selection that reduce noises in the radiance estimation pass. Moreover, the improved shading point generation method combined with path tracing can handle the several kinds of light transport efficiently. However, this is problematic when results are The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jenny Mahoney. obtained through thousands of iterations. Although PPM is an offline method in most instances, the efficiency and accuracy of the algorithm remain the main problems.
We overcome these problems with a new method for an optimized photon distribution by combining sample elimination [3] with the PPM method. Considering the photon distributions as a sampling problems, we process the photons using the elimination method. The optimization methods in photon distribution are juxtaposed with the adapting bandwidth methods and path tracing methods in PM, and the three methods can exist at the same time. The existing sampling methods used in PM are iterated by themselves and cannot be applied in PPM, limited by the bound of PM method. Sample elimination solves this key problem. We propose progressive photon elimination. Sample elimination is an efficient greedy algorithm by eliminating a subset from a given set of samples, which can produce a new set of samples with more pronounced blue noise characteristics. Figure 1 shows the framework of our method. The major contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We proposed a modified elimination method suitable for the PPM. By considering the distribution of photons, we define the elimination weight for each photon that ensures the remaining photons not only retain their VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ FIGURE 1. The framework of our method. We combined the sample elimination and the progressive photon mapping method based on a status tree.
original illumination distribution but also exhibit blue noise characteristics.
• We present an elimination status tree (kd-tree) for the PPM processes. The elimination status information in the tree is used to guide the one photon elimination step in the progressive process. With multiple passes during photon mapping, the tree data receives a beneficial status value progressively, making the elimination more accurate. In addition, the local elimination ratio stored in the status tree ensures the photons maintain their original illumination characteristics after elimination.
• A parallel photon elimination method is proposed by dividing photons into several sets according to their distribution to offset the redundant computation time in eliminating. Through the control of the local elimination ratio control in the status tree and a border refinement strategy, a local photon elimination based on the local heap for each set produces a global coherent effect. At the same time, parallel implementation yields a significant speedup in sample elimination.
II. RELATED WORK A. PROGRESSIVE PHOTON MAPPING
Progressive photon mapping [1] is a multi-pass algorithm based on photon mapping [2] , where the first pass involves ray tracing followed by a number of photon tracing passes. Each photon tracing pass results in an increasingly accurate global illumination solution with a new radiance estimation that converges to the correct radiance value as more photons are used. Unlike the standard photon mapping, PPM provides a global illumination solution with any desired accuracy using a limited amount of memory. Several approaches have been proposed to improve PPM. Stochastic progressive photon mapping (SPPM) [4] and the probabilistic approach to PPM [5] are two methods in which both change the radiance accumulation process. Hachisuka and Jensen [4] added a new distributed ray tracing pass after each photon emitting pass. Knaus and Zwicker [5] presented a probabilistic analysis based on Monte Carlo sampling in the illumination reconstruction pass. To obtain the optimal bandwidth, frequency analysis [6] and error estimation framework [7] are both classic improvements in radiance estimation. In 2013, a more accurate method called adaptive progressive photon mapping [8] was presented to speed up the convergence for progressive rendering using analysis and adaptive estimation parameters. Mailloux et al. [9] used modeling and a simulation method to study photon number splitting attacks and they improved the results of the method. In 2017, Gruson et al. [10] presented a new target function for Metropolis photon tracing to get a good stratification of photons.
Soft computing techniques are important tools in the field of real-life applications, such as water resource engineering [11] , biodiesel production [12] , big flood management [13] , predicting evaporation [14] and long-term runoff [15] . In this paper, we solve the rendering problem using sampling method, kd-tree data structure and block parallel strategy.
B. SAMPLING METHODS
Optimal sampling is of considerable significance in many areas of computer graphics. Poisson disk sample sets are often desired because of their statistical (blue noise) properties as well as the fact that no two samples are placed too close together. Most Poisson-disk sample-set generation methods are based on dart throwing [16] , [17] that aims to generate as many samples as necessary to cover the sampling domain. Relaxation methods can obtain an optimal distribution from a sample set [18] , [19] by repositioning the samples after iteration; they can converge to regular patterns. Sample elimination [3] is a greedy algorithm that eliminates samples with great weights one by one to generate Poisson-disk sample sets with a desired size from a random set of samples.
C. PHOTON RELAXATION
Photon relaxation [20] is a method that uses point relaxation on photon sets to optimize the photon distribution and it is applied in caustic rendering. Spencer and Jones [23] proposed another more robust approach to photon relaxation. Each photon's initial trajectory is encoded to build a high-dimensional kd-tree. These new parameters help to minimize in detail degradation during photon relaxation.
In [21] , the bilateral blue noise sampling was applied to several applications including photon relaxation. This method introduces the characteristics that influence the point relaxation which is being applied into photon mapping. We use the Cornell box to test the elimination ratio with three different sets of parameters. The horizontal coordinate is the elimination ratio. The vertical coordinate shows the radiance difference from the reference image at two different areas A (in green) and B (in red), which are indicated with different colors, green for A and red for B. Fig Spencer and Jones [22] developed a progressive method for photon relaxation. They used a conventional photon tracing pass to contribute to the Voronoi cells for each photon. Then the Voronoi pass is followed by successive passes of photon tracing, in which the new photon fluxes are stored over the Voronoi cells and the center positions are moved according to the flux distribution.
Spencer et al. [24] designed an effective parameterization based on a visualization tool with close user scrutiny and interaction. They developed a visualization tool for photon data allowing for different supposed coordinates tests to be considered and parameter adjustments in the algorithm.
Photon relaxation as a pre-pass between photon tracing and illumination reconstruction removes noise directly from the distribution, and this kind of method is useful rendering caustics. However, the relaxation method is an iterative process that is not controllable in regard to time. We select another sampling method more suitable for the application of PPM. On the basis of this method, we elicit further improvements and innovations.
III. OVERVIEW
PPM obtains increasingly accurate results with multiple photon passes. The shading points are generated by the eye pass, which is followed by iterative photon rendering passes. Lights in the scene transmit radiance through emitting photons in every photon rendering pass. The output radiance of shading points corresponds to the color of pixels in result, which is estimated by collecting the nearest N photons after emitting photons. In our work, we design a more suitable elimination method for PPM, and we further create an elimination status tree to provide progressive results. Figure 1 shows the framework of our method.
At the beginning of the method, we launch a smallscale photon set to build the status tree. In the process of preprocessing, the data in the tree is initialized with information on the photon distribution (i.e, density) and elimination information (i.e, elimination ratio).
In each photon pass, we add an intermediate process in which photons are eliminated after photon emission. The core idea of photon elimination is introduced in Section 4. For accurate elimination computation, we use both distribution information and elimination information in the status tree during photon elimination and we update the tree during the progressive photon rendering passes. A basic introduction to the status tree is in section 5.
This strategy is appropriate for almost all of the improved PPM methods, including Stochastic PPM [4] , because it is an additional step between photon tracing and radiance estimation. By using this strategy, PPM methods acquire a great speedup for the accurate global illumination.
IV. PHOTON ELIMINATION
Sample elimination is a simple and computationally efficient algorithm that involves selecting a subset of a specified size from a given weighted set of samples. The elimination for weighted samples is a greedy algorithm for picking a subset of samples. At each step, the method eliminates the sample with the highest weight and adjusts the weights of the remaining samples around it. In the implementation of photon mapping, we apply the elimination method to each photon pass to get an optimal distribution of photons. After sample elimination, the subset of the photon map exhibits blue noise characteristics. It is on the basis of this method, we achieve improvements and innovations.
A. ELIMINATION WEIGHT
We assign an elimination weight to each photon sample based on its distance to its neighbors by using Formula 1, 2 and 3. Photons are stored in a kd-tree to identify the neighbors of each photon. The elimination weight w i of photon p i is the sum of all its neighboring photons' contributions w ij , that is,
where we use ten neighbors to calculate the weight, and the number of neighbors used here is an experimental value, the contribution of the neighboring photons w ij is given by
with r max,i , the most important factor for normalization, given by
We use the radius-fixed K -NN photon searching pass to compute the value of r max,i for each photon p i (Formula 3). The number of neighbors N i is obtained from the radius-fixed photon searching which is the same as the photon estimation, and the value of A i is the searching area as a normal value.
In the sampling eliminating method [3] , r (r max,i in Formula 3) represents the preemption radius when all samples are uniformly distributed and it is a global parameter. In our method, the characteristics of photon distribution come from illumination information. The average photon number of each region is different, therefore r max,i cannot be set as a global value and we modified the calculation of Formula 3. We record this value in the elimination status tree to ensure greater accurate from the progressive computing, which is introduced in Section 5. In other words, we consider r max,i as the local density information for photon p i .
After assigning weights to all photons, we build a maximum heap to identify the photon with the highest weight for elimination. After eliminating p i , the weights of its neighboring photons are adjusted by subtracting w j from w ji .
B. GLOBAL ELIMINATION RATIO
To find the proper global elimination ratio for photons, we use in a statistical analysis three different sets of rendering parameters for the scene (Cornell box) to test several experimental values. To gauge the rendering quality with different elimination ratios, we use the difference in radiance with respect to the reference image, which is rendered by 512 photon tracing passes. (Figure 2 ). Each curves of the difference in radiance between two different areas on the rendering image shows the results of seven different elimination ratios, ranging from 10% to 70%. Clearly, the rendering results are closer to the reference image when the elimination ratio is between 10% and 40%. In practice, we set the global elimination ratio R global to 30% for our implementation.
C. ILLUMINATION ENERGY CONSERVATION
If photons are removed directly during the photon elimination pass, the original illumination energy on the surface is changed. To maintain energy conservation, the radiance of each shading point should be enhanced according to the elimination ratio. We modify the original radiance estimation in PPM to Formula 4:
where R global is the global elimination ratio. In PPM, we premultiply the flux with the BRDF and store it as τ (x, w) after the iteration, and N emitted is the total number of emitted photons. In our method, the total number of photons after elimination becomes N emitted × (1 − R global ).
V. ELIMINATION WITH THE STATUS TREE
As noted above, the elimination weight of a photon is related to its neighboring photons and the local density information denoted by r max,i using a radius-fixed searching pass in our implementation. However, the value of r max,i is not accurate and stable because photon distribution is random, making the densities of two neighboring photons different. Therefore, the illumination coherence is difficult to be obtained after elimination. To address this problem, we introduce a novel method based on the elimination status tree (kd-tree), which is used and updated by the iterative processes. The density information stored in the tree is refined to a more stable status after several iterations. Nevertheless, photons should be eliminated uniformly in the whole space, otherwise the illumination characteristics cannot be maintained after elimination. The global illumination ratio is unable to make all areas fit for the ratio, allowing too many or too few eliminated photons in some areas. To solve this problem, we store the local illumination ratio information in the status tree, which may influence the weight of the photons. If too many photons in a local area are eliminated, the local illumination ratio changes allowing fewer photons to be eliminated in this area in the next photon pass. By controlling the convergence of the local illumination ratio towards the global ratio during the progressive passes, photons can be eliminated globally and uniformly.
A. CONSTRUCTION OF THE STATUS TREE
To generate samples distributed on the surfaces of the scene to store the elimination status, we add a pre-computed photon tracing and a global photon elimination pass. After we obtain a photon set with some photons marked as eliminated, we build the status tree according to the remaining photons. One advantage of using the positions of photons to generate the samples is that the distribution of the samples reflects the illumination characteristics. It is better than generating samples randomly.
In addition to the position, every sample carries information about the density and the local eliminating ratio R i . The density, assumed to be r max,i of the sample (photon) p i , is calculated using Formula 3, whereas R i of the sample p i is obtained from the number of eliminated neighboring photons in the radius-fixed searching.
Algorithm 1 shows this process of building the status tree based on those samples. The method SearchingwithinRadius (p i ,r) returns the neighbors around p i in radius r, which is a K − NN searching process, and the method GlobalE-liminationPass(ratio) executes photon elimination which is introduced in Section 4. We build the status tree according to the remaining photons. 6: end for 7: GlobalEliminationPass(30%) 8: for every photon p i in PM do 9: if p i is not eliminated then 10: R i = 0 11: for each neighbor p j of p i do 12: if p j is eliminated then 13 :
end if 15: end for 16 :
PushinStatusTree(P) 18: end if 19 : end for 20: BalancetoKD-Tree() In practice, we set the size of the status tree to be 1 10 that of the photon tree. Specifically, the value of N i must be set to ten times of the number of neighbors used in the photon tree.
B. USING AND UPDATING THE STATUS TREE
During rendering, we search the status tree to find the nearest sample of each photon, and we compute the elimination weight of the photon using the density information stored in N i ← the number of neighbors 6: for each p j in the nearest 10 photons do 7:
2r max,i ) α (using Formula 2) 8: end for 9 :
PushinArray[k](r k ) 12: end for 13: loop 14: BuildMaxHeap(all of w i ) 15: Eliminate the first one and update its neighbors' weights 16: UpdateHeap() 17 : end loop until sufficient number eliminated 18: for each sample Sp k in StatusTree do 19: loop 20: r k ← PopfromArray[k] 21: R ← compute the eliminated ratio 22: Sp k .UpdateData(r k , R) 23: end loop until Array[k] is empty 24: end for 25: ReBuilding(PM ) the status tree. After that the sample's density data should be updated in each iteration.
In a regular photon elimination pass, the value of r max,i in Formula 2 can be obtained from the status tree by the nearest-sample searching. The local eliminating ratio R i is used to adjust the photon's weight to ensure the local ratio approaching the global ratio by using Formula 5.
The initial status values of each sample in the status tree are also influenced by the random distribution of photons. Fortunately, this is a progressive rendering, so that we can update the status tree to pursue a precise value. The updating method recalculates r max,i and R i for each photon p i . Finally, we accumulate two values to the nearest sample point in the status tree and calculate the average for the associated photon number. Algorithm 2 shows the elimination with the status tree.
C. PARALLEL ELIMINATION BASED ON STATUS TREE
During the photon elimination pass, the time complexity associated with the heap operation is O (Nlog(N ) ), where N is the number of photons emitted in each rendering pass. If N is large, the elimination time will be unacceptable. Assign weights w i to each photon p i 4:
Build a heap 5: loop 6: if the first photon is near edge then 7: check its weight and make a decision on elimination 8: end if 9: Eliminate the first photon p i 10:
end loop until cycles reach elimination count 11: end for 12: Update the status tree 13: Re-build the photon tree Block processing is a natural solution that is easily implemented as a parallel algorithm by using multiple threads. However, block processing is difficult in regard to the global elimination algorithm, because coherence and edges between blocks should be considered.
Block Processing: We divide the photons into blocks using the existing photon tree (kd-tree constructure) subdivision strategy to achieve a balance. Because the number of photons in a region is related to the intensity of illumination. In our method, the partition of the photon tree has been balanced in order to search quickly. They are assigned to different subsets, while every subset shares a global photons tree and status tree. Using a global status tree, the elimination of photons in different blocks can be undertaken in parallel.
For each photon in the subset, we search the nearest neighbors from the photon tree and r max,i from the status tree to compute its elimination weight. After computing the weights of all photons, a local heap is built in a block on which the greedy algorithm of sample elimination is applied. The global status tree is updated after the elimination process has been applied to all blocks. The local elimination ratio R i in the status tree may make the global elimination method evolve into a parallel local elimination, thus maintaining the coherence of elimination between different blocks. Edge Strategy: If a photon near the edge between two subsets is eliminated, an edge problem occurs. The reason is that a photon's neighbors may lie in another subset, and therefore the eliminated photon will influence the weights of neighboring photons both the local subset and neighboring subsets. We use boundary lines to mark those photons near edges, and add a global data structure for each photon inside the boundary lines. Once the status of a photon is changed, its local data and global data should be updated synchronously.
When an eliminating photon is near edge, we check the global data firstly, and make a decision on elimination. If the global data and local data are the same, we do the elimination normally. If the weights are different, we update the local data and re-select the first photon in the heap. This strategy is not perfect because there is a concurrency impact in the global data. But our method has fixed a lot of cross boundary cases. A few incorrect eliminations can be acceptable in the multiple photon mapping iterations process with the status tree.
In employing the parallel elimination method, the linear speedup and stable efficiency is achieved using a numbers of threads.
VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
All results are rendered on an Intel Xeon E5 (8 cores) with 24GB of RAM running Windows 7. We implemented our approach in the Mitsuba Renderer [25] .
A. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Firstly, we analyzed the additional computing time of our method compared with PPM. There are two additional passes in PPE. One is the status tree construction pass, which is a pre-processing stage with only a small-scale photon emission and elimination, and the other is the photon elimination pass, in which the time complexity is only related to the number of photons.
We tested the average time by rendering all scenes several times. Even with the same number of samples, different distributions take different time to process. Although the distribution of photons has fixed characteristics according to the illumination information, the paths of photons are random, which will make a slight difference in the processing time. Generally, we render the same scene three times and take the average time as the statistics.
In building a status tree with 10000 samples, the preprocessing stage lasted about 1 min. Compared with the long rendering times (several hours, in general), the time taken for this stage can be ignored. During the photon-mapping pass, the time taken increases by 0.5 longer after we applied photon elimination to a collection of 100000 photons in the scene Cornell Box rendered as an image of 480 × 480 pixels with eight samples for each pixel. Moreover, the rendering time multiplies when the number of pixel samples is increased, whereas the elimination time remains the same. This verifies that our method has several advantages in respect to highprecision rendering. For example, if we used 64 pixel samples in rendering the image of Figure 5 , the ratio of the elimination time to the radiance estimation time is about 2 : 25; in the tests given in Figure 6 , this ratio is about 1:4 to 1:5.
The local elimination ratio converges by updating the status tree during each photon mapping pass. To illustrate convergence, we took two sample points in the status tree. The local elimination ratio for each point is tested with different numbers of iteration. Figure 3 indicates that the local elimination ratio converges to the global elimination value (30%) during progressive rendering. The progressive ratio ensures that local eliminations are harmonious and the effect of global illumination is preserved as much as possible. Figure 4 illustrates the improved rendering results after using the elimination status tree. Clearly, PPE without the status tree produces a little improvement compared with traditional PPM, and PPE with the status tree (Figure 4(b) ) is much better than Figure 4 (a).
B. COMPARISON OF RESULTS
In Figure 5 , the Cornell Box is rendered with PPM and PPE separately, and with different numbers of iterations. The global illumination effects such as colors bleeding and area light shadowing in the scene is well generated by the methods. In the scene, 100000 photons are emitted in each pass. The rendering results show that our PPE yields better visual effects with fewer errors from the reference image compared with the PPM with the same number of iterations.
In Figure 6 , we show three sets for a comparison of results between PPM and PPE. These scenes demonstrate the capability of our algorithm to optimize the complex light inter-reflection including caustics. The three sets of results were rendered under the same initially parameters with 640 × 480 pixels, 16 samples for each pixel, and 100000 emitted photons. We obtained the final result with a 30% elimination ratio and 512 iterations in PPE. In producing the results comparison, we firstly choose the same number of passes to render using PPM. Then, we obtained rendered results with the same rendering time, for when the number of iterations is 621, 640 and 628 separately. Through enlarged details, it's very obvious that the rendering results by PPE are much better than PPM in In Figure 6 with the same rendering time. PPE can reduce the specific noises in photon mapping methods effectively. Figure 7 depicts the sponza atrium courtesy of Marko Dabrovic. This is an outdoor scene and the light source is in the distance, which results in few photons in some places. Our algorithm was run to 256 passes emitting a total of 25600000 accumulated photons. The detailed rendering results shown that our PPE method can get better results than PPM with the same rendering time.
The positive (green)/negative (red) difference images have been created using HDRITools in Figure 8 . The positive/negative difference always exists in PPM. The difference images between PPE and reference is more light than these between PPM and reference, especially in the performance of speckle noise.
C. DISCUSSION
Our progressive photon elimination method, which combines sampling elimination with progressive rendering, removes noise effectively from the global illumination. We define the elimination weight for each photon that ensures the remaining photons retain blue noise characteristics in each iteration. Meanwhile, The elimination status information in the tree (kd-tree) is used to guide the one photon elimination step in the progressive process, and the local elimination ratio ensures the photons maintain their original illumination characteristics after elimination. A parallel strategy accelerates the iterations.
As evident from results, our technique offers better performances for global illumination than special effects. The main superiority is that PPE is effective in noise reduction. In Figure 5 , each value in the image is MSE (Mean Square Error), calculated between the current image and the reference. If the rendering results achieve the same level of MSE, our method reduced iteration times by almost half. The improvement in rendering quality ( Figure 6 ) is obvious compared with results rendered by PPM with the rendering same time or the same iterations. Due to the locality of photon features, we modified the elimination algorithm. Figure 3 and Figure 4 illustrate that the status tree is beneficial in the photon elimination method.
The elimination is a greedy process until the number of photons has decreased to a proper value to ensure the uniformity of photons. Moreover, it is terrible to eliminate too many photons, as the presence of only a few photons is not enough to express illumination features. Through the experiment in Figure 2 , the rendering results are closer to the reference image when the elimination ratio is between 10% and 40%. For our implementation in Figure 5 and Figure 6 , we set the global elimination ratio R global to 30%, and in Figure 7 we set the global elimination ratio R global to 20%. In our experiment, the number of photons, the number of iterations and the number of collected neighbors are all set as common and empirical parameters.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
We introduced a combined method involving PPM and sample elimination. The photon elimination method improves the quality of the global illumination. We proposed an elimination status tree to achieve a progressive process that ensures the two methods combine cooperatively. We also employed a parallel strategy based on the status tree.
Our approach has provided a series of improvements regarding the photon distribution based on progressive elimination. This yields the following principal advantages: 1) We can obtain good results in global illumination rendering, as well as faster noise reductions with less iterations; 2) Our method is simple to apply to PPM; 3) The parallel strategy improves computational efficiency, which can also make the elimination method workable for large numbers of photons.
This strategy is appropriate for almost all of the improved PPM methods, including Stochastic PPM [4] , because it is an additional step between photon tracing and radiance estimation. This strategy can not only optimize the surface rendering effect, but also be applied in volume rendering based on photon methods.
For future work we plan to undertake a comprehensive analysis of the relationship between weight and radiance to obtain a priori an empirical equation. Moreover, there are several classic sampling methods dealing with different categories of points that are also significant in progressive elimination. We also look to extend our algorithm to handle flux features and chromaticity boundaries, and not just improvements in global illumination. How to implement automatic parameter selection in PM and PPM is also a key problem to be solved.
